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FORMA nON OF FRACTURES IN
KOMAGATAKE VOLCANO, HOKKAIDO
by

Yoshio Kalsui and Hiroaki Komuro*
(with 9 text-figures and I plate)

Abstract
Fractures developed in the atrio of Komagatake Volcano, Hokkaido, are classified into three main
types. I) 1929 fractures along the at rio margin, 2) 1929 concentric fractu res, and 3) the 1942 major fis sure.
The former two fractures were formed by sett ling and compaction due to welding as well as seltling of the
1929 pyroclastic deposits, respectively. These fractures were strongly controlled by the older topography.
The 1942 major fissure extending across the atrio for 1.6 km in NW-SE, was initially produced by doming
due to the excess magma pressure, and enlarged by explosions and subsequent collapse of the wal \.

Introduction

Komagatake, Hokkaido, one of the most active volcanoes in Japan, is situated on
the southern coast of Funka-wan (Volcano Bay) in the Oshima Peninsula (Text-fig. I).
It is a truncated stratovolcano (J 133 m a .s.l. ) crowned with a horseshoe-shaped crater
or caldera about 2 km across at the summit.
Although the atrio (floor of the horseshoe-shaped crater) of Komagatake is rather
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ri al, a number of craters and fractures o f vario us sizes, which have formed accompan y-

ing recent eruptions in 1929 and 1942, are developed here (Text-fig. 2). The frac tures
appear to have formed from either doming of the atria or compact ion and creeping of

the thick pyroclastic deposits which burried the atrio.
OUf particular interest is in the development of the fractures. This paper describes
and discusses this developmenl.

Komagatake and its Historic Eruptions
The volcanic edifice of Komagatake consists of lavas and pyroclasti cs of pyroxene
andesite of the calc-alka lic rock series. The forma tion of the stratovolcano started in
late Pleistocene, but the type of er uption has changed to more explosive since early
Holocene. Thus, eruptions of the Plinian type have intermittently occurred in this
stage, often with accompanying pumice flows. Destru ctio n of the summit by sector collapse has rarely occu rred (Katsui el ai., 1975).
I n bulk chem ical composition , the pumice and ash produced by the Plinian eruptions at Komagatake are intermediate andesite. However, the composition of groundmass , which represen ts the residual li quid compo sition of magma is highly silicic,

7 1.67-75.970/0 SiO,. The explosive type of erupti o ns may be ascribed to such highly
silicic liquid magma (Katsui et ai., 1978).

Tcxl-rig. 2 An acroview of Ihe summit area of Komagalakc from (he eastern sky.
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Since the first recorded activity in 1640, similar explosive eruptions have been

repeated at Komagatake. Old documents related to the ac ti vities of Kom agatake ha ve
been collected a nd interpreted in refere nce to the detai led tephro-c hronological studies
o f the pyroclastic deposits (Katsui et aI., 1975, 1978; Katsui and Ishikawa, 198 1). T he
results are show n in Ta ble I.
The 1640 P linia n eruption was preceded by phreatic explosio ns which trigge red a
sector colla pse of the summi t to produce a large, dr y debris avala nche, leaving a
horseshoe-shaped cra ter opening to the east. The debris avala nche entered the sea a nd
ca used a destructi ve tsunami , by which more than 700 people were drowned a long the
Funka-wan coast. Plinian eruptions occurred in 1694 and 1856 were accompanied by
pumice flo ws. More than 20 peo ple we re killed by the 1856 pum ice fl ow on the
southern foot.
Similar Plinian eruption accompa nied by pumice fl ows occurred in 1929. This eruption started on June 17 a t ca . 0:30 wi th a mild explosion, then reached the culmina nt
phase a t ca . 10:00 which continued for a bout 14 hours, yielding a large amount of
pumice fall and flow deposits as much as ca. 0.5 km' in total volume (Tsuya, 1930:
Kozu , 1934 : Ka tsui et aI., 1975 ). In 1942 , notable phreatic ex plosions occurred a nd a
fissure 1. 6 km long opened (Ishikawa a nd Hashimoto, 1943). Since then, no ac ti vity
has been recorded except for weak fu maroles and seismicity.
Table I H istori c eruptions of Komagatake, Hok kaido

Year

Main activity expressed
IAVCE I's symbols·

(AO)
1640

0-- la)
t

1694

0

1765

0
0

1784

1856

0

1888

0

1905

0

t

1919-24 0
1929

1942

t
Ig)
700+ killed by tsunami

--

-

Ig)

Tephra

Plinian eruption accompanied by
pumice fl ow .

Ig)

(l)

--

Hinor eruption? No reliable reco rd.
Minor eruption.

-

I g)

a

1m)

KO-C

fm?)

Ko-b

~rodetate phe reatic eruption accompanied by mudflow .

Ko-a

Plinian eruption accompanied by
pumice flow. 1929 major crater
fo rmed .

fro? )

Hino r phreatic exp l osions.
-t

(9)

...,

~

killed by pyroclastic [all

"

l

Plinian eruption accompanied by
pumice Clow. A small lava dome
wa s built in the Ansei crater.
Mino r eruption.

(m 0 1' g)

(9)

Remarks
Debris avalanche caused tsunami ,
which was follo wed by Plinian
eruption.

Ko - d

(l? )

la)

t

o

~

20+ killed by pumice flow

o

1935-38 0

by

phreatic eruptions.

fm?)

~linor

(9)

Notable phreatic explosion.
1942 major fissure opened .

A fissure 1 .6 km long opened

Compiled from Katsui et al . (1975) and Katsui and Ishikawa( 198l)
eruption in the central crater, r normal explosions, ~ phreatic explosions,
pyroclastic f lows, ..., mudflows , 0
ext rusion of a lava dome , ~ tsunamis,
lSI destruction of arable land, t casualties .
Volume of erupted materials : (Z) <1 x lO"m 3 «m)<l x l0 7m3«g)

. 0

-t

l
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Changes in Topograph)' of Ihe Alrio
The present topography of the atrio is largely built by historic eruptions, especially
by the 1929 and 1942 activities.
The Horseshoe-shaped crater rim involving Sahara-dake, Kengamine and
Sumidamori peaks, and Komanose and Umanose ridges (Text-fig. 3), was formed by
destruction of the summit not onl y in the 1640 activity but also in pre-historic eruptions. Subseq uent to the 1640 activit y, however, such destruction of the summit has not
occu rred, but the topography of the atrio has been conspicuously changed by the
historic erupti ons.

As a resu lt of the P linian eruptions in 1640, 1694 and 1856, Elliptic (Da'enkei)
crater was formed in the at ri o (Text-fig. 3). The eastern rim or bank of the crater was
called Naka mo-yama (Y in Text-fig. 3) which was possibly formed by a thick pile of
pyroclastic materials. In the Elliptic crater, there was the Ansei crater, 300 m across
a nd 50 m deep (X in Text-fig. 3), from which the 1856 Plinian eruption occurred. A
small lava dome, which was extruded in the later stage of Ihe 1856 eruption, existed on
the bottom of the Ansei crater before the 1929 eruption (Kato, 1909; Tanakadate,
191 8).
The Plinian eruption in 1929 occurred mainly fro m the 1929 major crate r, 230 m
across and 50 m deep . Its location coincides wi th the center of the Elli ptic crater, but it
is slig htly deviated from the Ansei crater as shown by "a" in Text- fig. 4 (Atumi and
Kishinouye, 1931). During the 1929 eruption, two other subsidiary craters, Mayu-gata
and Hisago-gata craters, opened inside and outside Namako-yama ("b" and "c" in

Text·ng. 3 Map

showing

the

topo·

graphy of the summit area of
Komagalake before the 1929 erup·

lion (Land Survey DcpartmcnI,
19 15). Horseshoe-shaped crater rim
and Elliptic crater are shown by
dashed lines. X: Ansei crater ( 1856)
wit h a small lava dome on the bottom, and Y: Namako-yama.
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Tc.xl·rig . 4 Locat ion o f the 1929 cra ters
superimposed on the older map o f
Land Survey Department (1 915). a:
1929 major crater, b: Mayu-gala
crater, c: Hisago-gara crater, and X:
Ansei crater ( 1856).

Texl-fig. 5 Contour map of the summi t
area of Komagalake (Geographical
Survey Institute, 1957). A: 1942
crater, B: 1929 major crater, C:
Mayu-gata crater, 0 : Hisago-gata
crater, f: 1942 maj or fi ssure.

Text-fig. 4, res pectively).
The Elliptic crater, embracing the Ansei crater and a small lava dome, has been
buried by a large a mount of the 1929 pumice and other pyroclastic materials to form a
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shallow flat at ri o (Text-fig . 5). The a mount of increase in height reached about 130 m
at th e bottom of th e Elliptic crat er, and about 115 m on its eastern rim or Namakoya ma (Watanabe, (932). The height of the so uthern rim of the Horseshoe-shaped
crater was also increased , 50-60 m a t Umanose and 12.65 m at Sumidamori (Atumi
and Kishinouye, (93 1). A number of fract ures from which steam was emitting were
observed in th e at ria after th e eruption.

In 1942, a maj o r fi ss ure trend ing NW-SE for a leng th of 1.6 km, o pened in the atrio
a t th e time of phreatic explosion on November 16. Phreatic ex plosions occurred alon g
the fi ss ure cutting the 1929 maj or crater which has been considera bl y deepened, about
80 m in depth. Ma ny new cra ters or craterlets are a ligned alo ng th e fi ssure. The crater
that opened at the northern end of the fi ssure is named th e 1942 cra ter ("A" in Textfig. 5).
Fractures on the Atrio

Fractures on th e atrio of Komaga take a re shown in Text-figs . 6 and 7. They are
classified illlo three main types: fractu res along the atria margin , concentric fractures,
and the 1942 maj o r fi ss ure.
Fractures a lo ng th e atrio margin ("m" in Text-fig . 6)
These frac tures extend from Sahara-dake to Sumidamori a long the horseshoeshaped crater rim. They a re not found at th e eastern margin of th e a trio. Along ridges,
for example Komanose and Umanose, they are extension fractures which are open to

widths of a few meters. Their vertical displacement is little or zero. However, at the
foot of Kengamine, dip slip fa ults a re domi nant and extensio n frac tures are rare. The
faults dip toward the center of the atria and their maximum vertical displacement s
amount to more than 5 m .

Concentric frac tures ("c" in Text-fig. 6)
These fractures are distr ibuted to the no rth east of th e 1929 major crater and to the
east o f Mayu-gata (cocoon-shaped ) crater. They we re produ ced during the 1929 er uption. T he celller of concentric fraclUres around the 1929 major crat er does not coinci de

with that of the crater. It is situated at the northwestern point of the crater. where
Ansei crater was opened befo re the 1929 erupti on . Fa ult topog raph y is unclea r due to
subsequent weathering. Thoug h it is now barely recognized as a ge ntle undulation with
a wave length of 10 to 20 m, it clearly showed topography of a ring fracture system just
a fter the 1929 eru ption (At umi and Kishinouye, 1939). The flat top of undu la ti on inclines slightl y toward th e center.
1942 major fissure ("f" in Text-fig . 6)
This fi ss ure, produced by the 1942 eru ption , is 1.6 km long and extends fro m NW
to SE cutting through the 1929 maj or crater. The verti cal section of the fi ssure crops
out on the wall of the 1929 cra ter, which has a dep th of 80 m. The ve rtical displacement
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of the fissure is not observed, but a 2 m horizontal opening is observed in the welded
tuff comprising the major part of the 1929 deposits (Text-fig. 8). At the upper part of
the 1929 deposits, the opening of the fissure is greatly enlarged and attains widths of 50
to 100 m. It shows up as a chain of circles or ellipses in plan view. The bottom of the
enlarged fissure is shallow compared to its width and is buried by collapsed blocks
from the fi ssure wall.
Others
Radial fractures ("r" in Text-fig. 6) are distributed in the southwestern part of the
atrio. On a small dome, they extend from the center to the north and the southeast.
They are extension fractures with openings of I to 2 m and have no vertical displace-

ment. This small dome appears a structural one in the development of radial fractures .
Before the 1929 eruption, here was a small ridge extended from the horseshoe crater
rim (Text-fig. 3). Accordingly, it is suggested that the dome structure was produced by
a small compaction of the 1929 deposits relative to the peripheral area, rather than
uplifting.
A fracture zone extends from the Hisago-gata crater to the NNW and an elongated
depression extends from the Mayu-gata crater to the NW. These are fracture zones
which were produced from the 1929 eruption (Atumi and Kishinouye, 1931). In the
fracture zo ne which ex te nds from the Hisago-gata crater, the form of the fractures is
well preserved and steam emanates from them. Fractures, which are in right-handed en

echelon arrangement along this fracture zone, show a left-lateral slip. Some of the fractures are regarded to have slipped in recent yea rs inferred from their fresh appearance .

Origin of Fractures
Fractures along the atrio margin and concentric fractures

Two months after the 1929 eruption of Komagatake, H . Nemoto of the Hakodate
Ocean Meteorological Station made a reconnaissance of the atrio which was filled up

by the new pyroclastic deposits. He observed man y fractures cutting the deposits as
well as the 1929 crater, although vigorous steaming from the crater and fractures made
it imposs ible to carry out observations in detail. However, general topographic features

of the atrio at this time were similar to those described in topographic sur veys by Atumi
and Kishinou ye (1931) and Watanabe (1932) in the next summer. Miyabe (1930) and
others also observed the atrio in this period.
Miyabe (1930) considered that the fractures around Sumidamori had been produced by down-slipping of the 1929 deposits, while fractures along the atrio margin ,
especially from the foot of Kengamine to Sahara-dake, and concentric fractures
around the 1929 major crater had been formed by settling of the piled ejecta. Afterward, opening of the 1942 major fi ssure made it possible to observe the internal state of
the 1929 pyroclastic deposits in the atrio. According to Katsui et al. (1975), the deposit s
are fairly welded in the middle to lower part. Therefore, compaction as well as settling
due to welding of the deposits must play an important role in development of the frac-
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Text-fig. 6 Ma p showing craters and frac tures in the al ri o of Komagatakc. A: 1942 crater, 13; 1929 major
crater, C: Mayu-gata crater, 0 : Hisago-gat3 crater, Ill: fraclUres along the atria margin, c: concent ric
frac tures, f: 1942 major fiss ure, r: radial fractures.
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Texl·fig. 7 Vertical aeria l photograph of the summil area of Komagalake (Geographical Survey Inslilul e.
1982). Expla nalion of cralers and fraclUres is give n in Text-fig. 6.

tures .

Atu mi and Kishinouye (1931) showed that the geometric center of the concentric
fractures around the 1929 major crater coincides with the center of the crater.

Howeve r, strictly speak ing, it is offset sl ightly from the above center a nd is situa ted at
the center of {he Ansei crater, as shown in Text-fig. 6. It is sugges ted that the 1929
pyroclastic deposits are piled most thickly at the depression of the Ansei crater which
was 50 m in depth . Therefore, the amou nt of compaction of the 1929 deposits probably attai ns th e maximum here . As the ratio of long to short axes of pumice included
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Tex l-fig. 8 The southern wall of (he 1929 major crater. A thick welded luff sheet produced by the 1929 erupti on is exposed on the crater wal l. The crater is cut by the 1942 major fi ssure at the center of this
photograph. Note small amounl s of open ing of the fi ssure in the welded lu ff sheet compared with the sur-

face where the fissure has been enl arged by explosions and subsequent collapse.

in the lower part of welded tuff is 5 to 6 (Katsui et aI., 1975), the compaction rate is 0.2
- 0.16 if the original shape of pumice is assumed to be spherical and their horizontal
axes a re constant in length. Therefore, the surface of the 1929 deposits above the Ansei
crate r must have subsided 40 to 42 m more than other parts of the atrio. I f the horizontal axes of pumice expanded freely at welding, the compaction rate is calculated as 0.3
to 0.5, which corresponds to the relative subsidence of 35 to 25 m. It is considered that
the geometric center of the concentric rractures is at the An sei crater, near the 1929 major crater.

Around the Mayu-gata crater concentric fract ures are a lso formed, where the 1929
deposits are accumulated thickl y. On the contrary, no concentric fractu re is observed
aro und the Hisago-gata crater, beca use the deposits have not been piled as thickly.
The ori gin of ring fractures or rin g dykes has drawn the atte ntion of many researchers. Anderson (1924, 1937) pointed out that ring dykes intrude into shea r fract ures
when magma pressure is redu ced. Robson and Ba rr (1964), however, argued that rin g
fractures are produced by tensile failure. Roberts (1970) objected to the point force
solution of Anderson. He showed that some ring dykes occupy tesi le fractures formed
under excess magma pressure whereas ot her ring dykes occup y shear fractures formed
under reduced magma pressure.
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It is inappropriate that they discussed the three-d imensional structure based on twodimensional analyses . Parker and Mcdowell ( 1955) performed scale model experiments
about the formation of salt domes a nd discussed the influence of subsur face solu tion
of the upper part of the salt dome. Their experiments showed that the surface
manifestation of this is collapse with reve rse faulting dominant in the collapsed a rea.
This model can be applied to the collapse caused by reduced magma pressure, thou gh
they did not discuss the fa ult pattern in plan view or ring fractures per se .
In some three-dimensional models (Parker and Mcdowell, 1956; Koid e a nd Bhattacharji, 1975 ; Komuro a nd Fujita , 1980) the formation of fractures due to excess
magma pressure was discussed, but the case of reduced magma pressure or withdra wa l
of magma column was scarcely discussed . Ring fractures are probably produced under
the conditions of the latter case . The concentric fractures of Komaga tak e are obviously
formed by the compaction of deposits. The formation mechanism of the concentric
frac tures may be analogous to the reduced magma pressure model.

The 1942 major fissures
The 1942 major fissure is enlarged at the surface by explosion and subsequent collapse, though it is scarcel y open in the lower part of the 1929 deposits. The fissure must
have been formed just before the phreatic explosion by the excess magma pressure.
The magma reservoir can be assumed to be a sphere in model experiments (Komuro
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Text-fig, 9 An experimen t demonstrates forma ti on o f a dome of panicle ma(erial layer in (he process of
rising of a rigid sphere, 2 em in size and 7.5 em in deplh. The amounl of ri sc of (he sp here is given in mill
(after Komuro and Fuji(a, 1980). No(e a straight fracture whieh formed in (he early slage.
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and Fujita, 1980). A domal uplift of overburden, associated wit h radial fractures,
results from upward pressure on the sphere (Text-fig. 9). These results are essentially
identical to those of Parker and Mcdowell (1955). In these experiments, it is noticed
that in the earl y stage of upwarping radial fractures don't develop equally in a ll directions but develop in a preferred orientation (Stage I in Text-fi g. 9).
According to Ishikawa and Has himoto ( 1943), a fracture that connects the 1929
major crater and Ihe Mayu-gata crater was opened slightly in the 1942 explosion. The
development of the 1942 major fi ssure, with a minor fracture, may represent the early
stage of the above model experiments. The azimuth of the fi ssure may have been controlled mainl y by the direction of the maxi mum harizonta l stress (O'Hma.~ ) in this region,

as d iscussed by Nakamura (1975).
Concluding Remarks
The fractures developed in the atrio of Komagatake were examined. All of the fractures have been formed by the 1929 Plinian eruption and the 1942 phreatic explosion.
They are classified into three main types : I) 1929 fractures a long the at rio margin
and 2) concentric fractures, and 3) the 1942 major fi ssure.
I) The 1929 fractures along the atrio margin we re formed by sett ling of thick pile of
the 1929 pyroclastic deposits.
2) The 1929 concentric fractures were produced by compaction due to weldi ng as well
as settling of the 1929 deposits. The geometric center of the concentric fractures around
the 1929 major crater is offset from the center of the crater a nd coincides with that of
the Ansei cra ter. This is interpreted in term s of difference in the amount of compaction

related to the older topography of the atrio. A similarity between the concentric fractures and the ring fractures and dykes is suggested in their origin. Furthermore, a small
dome with radial fractures was formed in the atrio by a small compaction of the
deposits rela ti ve to the peripheral area.
3) The 1942 major fi ssure, 1.6 km long, was opened possibly by doming du e to the excess magma pressure, and enlarged by explosions and subsequent cola Ipse of the wall.
Model experiments support the above origin. The azimuth of the fissure appears to
have been determined by the direction of the horizontal maximum stress in thi s region.
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